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	 Workshop:	 More	Hand-Dyeing	Techniques:
	 	 Speckles,	Blanks,	and	Cakes,	Oh	My!	 Cost:		$125
 Dates/Time: Saturday, June 24 from 10:00 am-4:00 pm

 Duration: A one-day workshop with a 1 hour break for lunch*

 Skills	Learned: In this exciting workshop, you will learn three different techniques for
  dyeing sock weight yarn.

  First we will dye a pre-wound “cake” for color placement that cannot be
  achieved when kettle dyeing yarn in a hank. We will insert dyes into the
  cake and allow the fiber to gobble up the colors.  We will unwind your
  cakes and, after they dry, you’ll watch while each unique hank is
  re-skeined and transformed before your very eyes.

  Secondly, we will hand paint a sock blank, a flat, knitted length of  fabric
  with enough yardage to knit a pair of  socks. This technique allows you to
  intentionally design your socks.  Once dyed, the sock blank is knit directly
  from its flat form, revealing your magical design and creating a one-of-a-
  kind pair of  socks.

  Next, you will learn how to make speckled yarn, a very popular and pretty
  effect on yarn, as well as how to safely handle the dyes, set the dyes and
  achieve different results with small adjustments to your sock yarn base.

  The fun doesn’t end just yet, though.  Now that you have learned these three 
  techniques, you will then choose one of  them to dye a final skein of  yarn.  At
  the end of  the day, you will take home nearly a mile (1753 yds) of  sock
  yarn, custom-dyed by you!

  Please note that space will be limited to only 10 students.

 Prerequisites: None

 Included: 4 skeins worth of  fingering weight yarn and all materials for dyeing

 Additional	Info: Wear clothes that can get messy and wet, *bring your lunch

 Instructor: Susan Pennoyer, co-owner of  Mother of  Purl Yarn Shop and Chief  Creative Officer
  and Head Dyer of  our own hand-dyed yarn, Blue Moon

 How	to	register: Stop by Mother of  Purl, or call the shop at 207-869-5280 to register.  Payment
  must be made when registering to secure a spot.

 Cancellation In order to receive a full refund, you must cancel the workshop three full days prior to the start of  the class.

 Policy: Cancellations must be done either in person or over the phone during business hours.  Cancellations
  by email or phone message are not accepted.  Cancellations later than three days before the class
  will only be refunded if  we are able to fill the spot at full price.
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